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Abstract 
Knowledge granularity is often regarded as one of the essential factors of knowledge repositories 
basically in terms of ways of knowledge gathering and storing as well as its usability. The aim of 
this paper is to discuss the importance of this phenomena in the case of contextual classification. 
This kind of directed granulation by context gives possibility to generate new and intelligent 
knowledge structure, to see a problem through many context simultaneously perspectives or 
through one context perspective. A part of the investigation of usability of context-based ap-
proaches in creation knowledge structures interrelationships between knowledge granularity and 
effectiveness of classification tasks is discussed.  

Keywords: knowledge granularity, context, classification, contextual classification, knowledge 
representation, knowledge application 

Introduction 
Nowadays domain knowledge plays the crucial role in decision-making processes at any level of 
management. Sometimes, a decision-maker needs knowledge covering many aspects of intelli-
gent structures and using many resources while in particular situation his expectations are re-
duced to very simple and precisely expressed knowledge items. Therefore, in particular situations 
we apply knowledge more or less compound and - what is important – different in terms of its 
heterogeneity and consistency. Phenomena of knowledge granularity (widely identified with the 
ability to represent and operate on different levels of detail on data structures) appears and in our 
opinion very often is contextual dependent.  

The main goal of this paper is investigation on importance of context-based approaches in formu-
lation of knowledge structures and from the other hand discovering relationships between differ-
ent perspectives of knowledge granularity and its impact on classification accuracy. Therefore 
one can say contextual granulation is basically oriented on defined goal(s) and its usability is va-
lidated through classification accuracy (models, decision trees and eventually knowledge gran-
ules).  
The origin of the problem is discussed in the first section stressing flexibility of knowledge 

granularity interpretations. Very useful 
in this area is a proposal presented as 
theory of granularity.  The second part is 
devoted to presentation of approaches 
representing contextual situations classi-
fication. The core section of the paper 
includes examples of contextual classi-
fication where knowledge granularity 
plays essential role. In the last part find-
ing research is presented apart of future 
topics. 
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Knowledge Granularity Concepts 
Granularity as a intriguing phenomena comes from photography to describe accuracy of pictorial 
presentation on film (the higher level means more details). Intuitively we use this term to express  
some level of aggregation components in different domains; therefore we may observe granular 
models in physics, computing and business etc. Applying a concept of granularity in information 
technologies one can say that granularity of information resources refers to size, decomposability 
and the extent to which a resource is intended to be used as part of a larger re-source (Wagner, 
2002).  

In global meaning, granularity is widely identified as the ability to represent and operate on dif-
ferent levels of detail in data structures (including information and knowledge) – compare the 
work of C.M. Keet (Keet, 2008). An essence of typical approaches to the discussed problem is 
expressed in theory of granularity (TOG) proposed by Mani (Mani, 1998) and extended by Keet 
(Keet, 2008). Core categories applied in this theory embraces: domains, entities, relations, levels, 
perspectives, types of granularity, contents of a granular level and granular reasoning. A general 
idea of chosen static components introduced into TOG is presented in Figure 1.   
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Figure 1: Perspectives and levels in theory of granularity 
Source: own elaboration based on Keet, 2008, Mach and Owoc, 2009 

The starting point is a domain which consists of many entities described via properties and inter-
related themselves; some concepts of the domain_f can be used in more universal way as parts of 
ideas expressed in the domain_s . Concepts of granularity levels and granularity perspectives al-
low for creating and maintaining more complex combinations of entities as a base of formulating 
different types of granularity (including perspectives and levels of granularity. Considering dif-
ferent perspectives of granularity we take into account criteria of its differentiation as well as its 
properties. The presented approach can be extended by theories which are oriented on more par-
ticular applications or a way of formalization, for example data warehouse technology in order to 
support analytical processing (Kamble, 2004) or fuzzy sets and fuzzy logic to serve the problem 
of similar entities and clustering (Zadeh, 1997; Pawlak 1998).  

In such a context, we should focus on knowledge granularity. Granularity phenomena can be de-
fined including many approaches (Mach&Owoc, 2008). One of the them is applied in the e-
learning area (Duncan, 2003). Learning courses (in fact knowledge existing in courses) are di-
vided into ”knowledge pieces” according to audience familiarization with presented topics or 
aims of the course. Therefore from logical point of view we may separate knowledge presenting 
definition of some phenomena, put some procedures how to classify some objects or give exam-
ples of the procedural knowledge. Very close is the concept of learning sets used in machine 
learning where “knowledge items” express certain regularities of the investigated process and are 
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defined at the some level and perspective. In this paper we try to consider exactly this point of 
view.  

Taking into account technological aspects we should consider granularity computation orienta-
tion. Granularity computation, as one of the promising streams in the research of artificial intelli-
gence, is very important in knowledge discovery, image compression, semantic Web service and 
the like. Let us stress different roots of granular computing; some concepts are derived from: 
rough set theory, cluster analysis, machine learning, the database and information retrieval. That 
was a reason to develop and implement several models rooted in the mentioned disciplines. 

Knowledge granularity seems to be crucial point of the whole process broadly termed as knowl-
edge management (Mach&Owoc, 2010). Classical stages defined in this process are: knowledge 
acquisition, knowledge storing, knowledge dissemination and knowledge applications. The phe-
nomenon of knowledge granularity appears in the first stage (we may gather knowledge from 
many resources with different levels of details) and then is re-formulated during storing stage 
(usually several models of stored knowledge can co-exist). Also in the next two stages: knowl-
edge dissemination and knowledge applications granules of knowledge can be formulated from 
different perspectives and levels including many purposes and users.  

An Essence of Contextual Classification 
The contextual granulation is a partition of observation (mentioned earlier learning set) what fi-
nally leads to knowledge granulation (Barg et al., 2000). Granulation criterion is the context in 
which the phenomenon (problem, concept) can occur. Differently than is commonly assumed in 
the area of granulation (Zadeh 1997, Pawlak 1998), this type of granularity do not have to have a 
hierarchical structure but more often overlapping structures are the results. 

This means that single observation can be seen through the prism of multiple contexts simultane-
ously or through single context. The context can be known or unknown, may be included in the 
learning set or elsewhere. This article is limited to the context contained in the data set. 

The way the context can be identifed is two folded. The first one concerns exploiting expert or 
domain knowledge. The context discovered that way most often relates to the whole analyzed 
phenomena. The second concerns an automatic way by using definition of possible types of at-
tributes presented by P. Turney (Turney, 1993). In this case the subject of context is single deci-
sion feature on the contrary to the whole analyzed problem. The roles assigned to the features in 
the light of context may be ‘contextual’ or ‘context-dependent’. In short it can be said, that con-
textual attributes are not relevant to the described concept. They are features that are relevant only 
to the context-sensitive features what means that context-sensitive feature can be described by 
contextual properties. The primary feature does not depend of any other features what means that 
they are not context-dependent and are only decision features. 

The identified context - according the roles assigned to attributes - relates to single context-
depended attribute. Thus the contextual granulation is the partition of learning set according to 
the identified contextual features (for example few simple contexts: localization, seasons, age 
which can be considered as granularity criteria) for the former and for the letter the partition is 
conducted according contextual feature via context-depended feature. Every pair of contextual 
feature-value splits the learning file into subsets directly or by context-depended-feature-value. 
The number of subsets is determined by finite number of contextual feature values and context-
depended feature-value or by the first one only. 

The way of creating granules that are dependent on the identified primary, contextual and con-
text-sensitive features is as follows: 
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1. Separation of the features, which directly influence the classification task (decision features) 
and the features which do not (the non-decision features); this step is conducted by creation of 
a decision tree on the basis of the entire learning set 

2. Identification  of context-sensitive features from the set of decision features discovered above;  
this step stand for searching for contextual features from non-decision features for each deci-
sion attribute by applying decision tree algorithm 

3. Selection of contextual and context-sensitive features that can be used to partition the learning 
file, according to the assumed level of classification accuracy. 

4. Granulation  of the learning set according to the structure of values of the contextual feature 
and its corresponding context-sensitive feature. 

The maximum number of contexts is determined by the cardinality of set of decision features.  
The context stand for single decision feature that is explained by contextual attributes.  

Each context subject-independent may be represented by simple or complex structures (Fig.2). In 
the case of one-attribute context, the learning set is partitioned into number of granules according 
to attribute values (Fig 2, Context 1). If context sensitive feature is described by many contextual 
attributes the granulation is settled by each path in the decision tree that model the context (Fig.2, 
Context 2). Each path is called contextual situation that represent single granule. 

         Context 1                         Context 2 

Figure 2: The representation of context and contextual situations 
Source: own elaboration

 

 

 

 

 

 

Instead of building one description (model) for entire learning set we create model for each con-
textual situation for given context (Figure 3). Each context is represented by the set of classifiers. 
If the number of identified context is higher than one, single observation can be seen in many 
contexts simultaneously. The contexts are independent, so each divides the learning set sepa-
rately. 

As we can see each context is the set of contextual situations where each of them is represented 
by separate decision tree.  The received structure divides the knowledge about analyzed phenom-
ena into contextual knowledge and context-depended knowledge. The contextual knowledge may 
be used to control and choose appropriate model or group of models.   

 
1 Figure 3: The structure of contextual knowledge and context-dependent knowledge 

Source: own elaboration 
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This approach has a number of advantages. The one of them is an usage of additional knowledge 
included in non-decision attributes, that wouldn’t be used by models. So we can say about more 
complete utilization of information included in the data set.  The advantage and disadvantage 
alike can be the partition of learning set into context depended subsets. On the one hand it can be 
treated as some solution for computational difficulties and difficult classification problems. From 
the other hand it can result overmuch fragmentation that can obscure description of the problem 
(for example: the level of generality may be too low, the interpretation may be difficult, and so 
on). 

The possibility of more complete data analysis is another good point, what means that we can 
make comparisons of different contexts and classifiers according to the described attributes, clas-
sification accuracy and complexity. We can look for the best classification model. We can deter-
mine which attribute are more frequent than the other, choose the best matching context and clas-
sifier for the analyzed case.  

Implementation of Knowledge Granularity in the 
Contextual Tasks 

Two examples are prepared to illustrate importance and relationships between knowledge granu-
larity and classification tasks where context was included. The former is the case where contexts 
are automatically identified and the granulations for chosen contexts are acceptable as a whole. 
This means that all granules have high level of quality according to classification task. The latter 
example refers to the contexts that were recognized by domain experts. The conducted granula-
tion for each context can’t be seen as a whole because the quality of some granules for some con-
text are unacceptable. 

Example 1 
This example deals with the prediction of active and non active bank client (“2nd competition,” 
2009). The classification accuracy obtained on the base of decision tree was not acceptable for the 
level of non active client that is 67% while for active client the accuracy is acceptable (81%). 
Then we provided the test if decision attributes are context-depended features by building models 
that explain each decision feature by non decision features. It turned out that all decision features 
are contextually dependent, according to the level of classification accuracy. The complete results 
are contained in Table 1. For each context-dependent feature there are specified attributes of con-
textual situation. To simplify the perception of these examples we assume that identified contexts 
adopt the names of context-dependent features. The best classifier according to classification ac-
curacy is model A but not many worse is model D but is more simple.  

The number of contextual situations is in the range of 6-15 and it determines the number of gran-
ules. Assuming simplicity as the one of criterion, we should focus at the lowest ones. But maybe 
the more interesting criterion should present the user when looking at the given structures that 
represent all contexts. The user has the possibility to explain the rationale of these contexts and 
given structures in the light of his domain knowledge. He can compare contexts. For example in 
the Table 1 we can notice that three pairs: B and C, F and G, H and I, have the first attribute the 
same. Thus it is possible to join each pair into one contextual structure or limit them to shared 
features. The frequencies of attributes occurrence may be also of some importance. This type of 
analysis would be conducted much more profoundly by the user. 

About the final results the user decides, who can choose for each classification case the most ap-
propriate model of the contextual situation. He may also create the ranking list according to the 
more appropriate contexts in given situation. There is also the possibility to create  an ensemble 
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of classifiers that can make the classification decision collectively (using some kind of voting 
schema, for example). 

Table 1: The results of possible structures of analyzed phenomena 

Classification accuracy Context-
dependent 
attributes 

Attributes of 
contextual 
situations 

Number of 
contextual situ-

ations A N Average 

A aa, pp 13 79 75 77 

B ii, hh, ll 12 81 72 77 

C ii, bb, 15 83 71 77 

D gg, mm 6 78 74 76 

F cc, kk 10 80 72 76 

G cc, dd 9 78 73 75 

H bb, ff 8 78 74 76 

I bb, ll 13 80 73 77 

All   81 67 74 

Source: own elaboration 

 

It should be noted that because of acceptable level of classification accuracy we did not analyze 
granules (models) for single contextual situations. As we can see it can be important when some 
of granules for contextual situations are not acceptable towards classification accuracy. 

Example 2 
The second example concerns the problem of returns for mail order companies (“DCM Competi-
tion,” 2010) that become more and more troublesome and costly. The task is difficult because 
received classification model gives not acceptable level of classification accuracy (value is 65% 
for client with high return risk). So we should conduct the structural analysis according the possi-
ble context included in the learning set. In this case the context is proposed by the expert includ-
ing:  client activity, client localization and age of a client. The each context divides learning set 
into number of granules according to the pair context-value. The results for context ‘client activ-
ity’ are presented in the table 2.  

Table 2: The results for context ‘client activity’ 

 
Classification accuracy 

Context: 
‘client  
activity’ High risk Low risk 

high 44 84 

medial 63 81 

low 64 87 

All 65 81 

Source: own elaboration 
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As we can see, the classifiers (granules) for received structure do not have acceptable classifica-
tion accuracy for high return risk clients that is even lower than for single model. So we can say 
that ‘client activity’ fail to better describing prediction for such clients. 

The next possible structure is indicated by the ‘client localization’. The results for this context are 
presented in Table 3.    

Table 3: The results for context ‘client localization’ 

Classification accuracy Localization 
Code High risk Low risk 

10 - 40; 70 - 90 74 - 80 73-84 

50 - 60 65 - 67 79 - 83 

All 65 81 

Source: own elaboration 

In the Table 3 we have the results grouped by the level of classification accuracy. The localiza-
tion code for the range 50-60 doesn’t improve the results of the general classifier. The significant 
improvement brings the localization values 10-40 and 70-90. In this situation we can employ only 
the best granules for cases with specified values of localization. Overflow cases should be sup-
ported by general classifier or contextual classifiers convertibly because they are alike. 

The next under examination is context ‘age of client’. The results are presented in Table 4. As we 
can see for the clients marked ‘older’ and ‘pensioner’ there is no improvement. For the rest ones 
the improvement is significant. 

Table 4: The results for context ‘client age’ 

Classification accuracy  
Age High risk Low risk 

very young 86 78 

young 71 74 

middle 70 79 

older 55 99 

pensioner 26 97 

All 65 81 

Source: own elaboration 

In this situation we can employ the first three granules for client classification. The rest two are of 
not use.  

When we consider few context that indicate different structures for examined phenomena, there 
emerge a problem which structure should be used or how to join granules from different contexts. 
The solutions for this problem are not obvious. The additional knowledge may suggest that one or 
another solution is the preferred one. The ranking using the real results can be in use also. 
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Conclusions 
The main advantage of the presented idea is the increase the informativeness of the description 
enriched by the contexts. In addition, there are more complete exploiting knowledge included in 
data and better use of knowledge generated from contextual granules of observation, through the 
possibility of choosing the most adequate knowledge granule (models, decision trees) or a combi-
nation of more contextual granules in order to make classification decision. This approach stress 
user (expert) participation in the process of data mining.  

There is worth to mention that knowledge granulation might denote more intelligent approach to 
the problem solving. Another issue is that this approach reveals the open problem of representa-
tiveness of learning sets. Even though we realize that the goal of collecting data and learning task 
are different - the applied approaches ignore it.  

Our experiences presented by two chosen typical examples from implementation of contextual 
granulation approach can be expressed as follows. Implementation of this approach should be 
taken, when there is no way to improve quality of descriptive model of analyzed problem or there 
is a need to more profound problem insight. The goal for this granulation is better description of 
classification problem. Each contextual granule is assessed by quality of classification model. 
Identified or known contexts may give satisfying description (it means of acceptable accuracy) of 
all contextual situations or only for some of them. 

There can be applied three levels of granulation; the bottom granule represents knowledge sepa-
rated by contextual situation, the second level represents knowledge about the entire context with 
the all contextual situation for given context; top granule may be created by a composition of the 
granules from the bottom or from the second level of contextual knowledge structure thus may 
stay for joined contexts or contextual situations.  

The presented idea of contextual granulation gives the possibility to more profound analysis of 
examined classification problem. The extended examination may concern classification models 
(significance of attributes in different models, their frequency for example). We can also consider 
a verification of known and identified contexts. We are working now on some principles that can 
determine how to join different contexts and contextual situation. Such profound analysis may be 
of particularly importance when the problem concerns service for human users, for example in-
ternet store customers, on-line students, and web users of other sorts. 
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